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Preface 

Origins and History of Art 

Art — subjective and in a constant state of change. It can consist of a diverse range of 

human activities that engages with creative and technical skills, or visual languages for 

communication through nimble symbolism, or even expressions that give entities its 

soul and emotions; However, it is much more.  

Portrait of a Man, possibly Matteo di Sebastiano di Bernardino Gozzadini (left); 
Portrait of a Woman, possibly Ginevra d'Antonio Lupari Gozzadini (right) (ca. 1485–95)  1

Art from the past can hold critical clues and reminiscence of the life and culture of an 

society.  From these antiquities, we can learn what was important to these people and 2

how they wanted to be remembered. For example, the portraits above are full of 

symbolism illustrating the virtues of an ideal marriage during the Renaissance period. If 

there was no Art, the society might have been long forgotten and there might not be 

evidence or reference of such event or culture to have existed. 

Thus, indeed, Art seems quite important for its diversified purposes and functions, 

however, why is Art commonly perceived as auxiliary and negligible in Singapore? 

 Image from: The Metropolitan Museum of Art. (2012)1

 Kristen. Why Study Art from the Past?. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. (2012)2
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Perceptions of Art in Singapore 

Singapore had struggled through a rough journey during its early days. People then 

were down to earth and led a mundane life. Having a stable job to start a family with 

sufficient daily amount food and clothing were the ideal standard of life and this tradition 

had perpetuated much of the society since then. Art practitioners were rare, let alone 

profitable ones. Art was considered luxury and impractical, only the affluent could afford 

and practice due to its costly tools and quixotic future as career. Hence, many pioneer 

Singaporeans deemed Art as a casual indulgence or hobby much less a career. But 

nevertheless, Art was still introduced in schools and students were taught watercolour, 

Western oil and Chinese ink paintings under the British colony then.  3

Today, the notion of Art in Singapore had significantly improved due to a modern 

mindset and better work-life opportunities, but it is still generally considered as 

supplementary. Although Art educations are progressively establishing locally, many Art 

graduates had switched their profession by the reasons of practicality and materialism.  4

We still have to eat, pay bills, transportation and occasional recreation; It all comes 

down to the money. Art was still more regarded as a hobby than a career, in fact, 

Vincent Van Gogh only sold one painting in his lifetime and he was not a hobbyist.  5

Thus, where does the line of Art stands between hobby and career? 

This paper wishes to discuss the viability of Art as a career or is it more rational to stay 

as a hobby and also hopes to elevate the value and perception of Art and Art education 

in Singapore. 

 Art Commune Gallery. A Story of Singapore Art. The American Club Singapore. (2014)3

 Carol D. O’Dell. Art: Hobby or Career? Is “Hobby” a Dirt Word When It Comes to Art?. Risk Play Create, My Search for Authenticity (2011) 4

 Rewald, John. The Posthumous Fate of Vincent van Gogh 1890–1970. Studies in Post-Impressionism. (1986) 5
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Art and Art Education in Singapore 

Norms and perceptions 

In the mind of many Singaporean parents, they tend to value practicality and believe the 

tradition that Art as a career is an unpromising path. To them, Art is merely just consists 

of drawing and painting, “不可以当饭吃” meaning it could not earn you a rice bowl.  

I Not Stupid scene (2002)  6

Some parents could even go to the extreme by tearing their children’s drawings to 

shatter their dream as artists, disallowing them to pursue Art and concentrate with the 

more pragmatic subjects like English and Mathematics as portrayed in the “I Not Stupid 

scene” above. Being perceived as an auxiliary skill, Art is generally regarded as a 

hobby. If you are good at it, it is a skill that is good to have but never should it be the 

passage of your life. Art was more celebrated as a hobby and less appreciated as a 

career which is very real. This has become a norm that had perpetuated in the past 

decades and we as Art students were often asked, “So what can you do with your Art 

degree?”. It is so commonly asked that we occasionally begin to have self-doubt. We 

 Image from: I Not Stupid scene. (2002) 6
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do know what we are getting ourselves into but there is still nevertheless an uncertainty 

due to the small local industry and honestly speaking, Art is still a pretty ambiguous 

expertise. Despite of that, this might still be a good thing as we are the jacks of all 

trades, there are numerous career paths that requires the skills of Art. In fact, 

nowadays, many employers prefer to recruit people who are lateral thinkers and 

creative problem-solvers which are natural qualities of artists and designers.  This does 7

increases the job opportunities of Art graduates even though they may not stick to their 

profession. And what if we are able to get a job in Art, be it an Art tutor or a typical 

graphic or industrial designer, it would be passion as career. These jobs do fetch 

decent though not fantastic wages, but it would be a win-win situation. Moreover, when 

working with passion, you are motivated. There is a Chinese saying, “⾏行⾏行出状元” or 

“All roads lead to Rome” meaning that do not put any professions down, because there 

are individuals who can achieve greatness in all of them. Art is just another platform, 

success is determine by the individuality. Thus, we should deem Art, too, as one of the 

paramount industry in Singapore.  

Art Education in Singapore 

Many of us had chosen the path of Art because of passion or impulse. When we were 

young, some of us had the thought that Art was the “cool” thing to do, especially when 

we could do some decent drawing or painting and were being complimented. It is a 

subject that hipster would take as it is way much “cooler” or less stressful than the 

other subjects in school. As typical students, most of us hated studies and exams but 

 AGCAS. What can I do with my degree?. Prospects. (2014) 7
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Art is different. Art is something enjoyable; With no definite answer, Art is simply 

aesthetics. Art education is compulsory in primary and lower secondary schools and 

one can even take it as a subject in GCE 'O' Level. Furthermore, MOE is now offering 

Music Elective Programme to prepare student for the GCE 'O' Level Higher Music 

Examination.  We can see that the government is putting  in some efforts to outspread 8

Art and the creative industries. Be that as it may, Art or Music are specialized yet less 

popular subjects. Being one of the ten Art candidates in GCE 'O' Level out of the whole 

cohort, sometimes I started to question myself whether Art is something I love to do or 

want to do. Answers started to emerge in tertiary education. In Singapore, we have 

specific and appealing Art institutes such as LASALLE, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts 

(NAFA) and NTU’s School of Art, Design and Media (ADM). 

School of the Arts, SOTA Singapore. Erwin Soo. (2013)  9

Moreover in 2008, School of the Arts (SOTA), Singapore’s first national pre-tertiary 

specialised arts school was established, offering specialized Art programmes to 

 Ministry of Education. Music Elective Programme. Secondary Education. (2010) 8

 Image from: School of the Arts, SOTA Singapore. Erwin Soo. (2013) 9
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secondary students. This will nevertheless, increase the influx of Art students. It is 

where Art gets categorized into various majors of media and design. Things just got 

real. There are umpteen courses in Art. Many Art courses such as in Design Schools of 

SP and NTU have implement a foundation year for preparation to aid student in 

identifying their strengths in Art and provide advices as to possible choices for future 

specialist study in Art.  With the fundamentals, one is able to switch between Art and 10

Design professions which serves as a plus point in pursuing a career in Art. Art is not 

just drawing afterall. 

The Grading System 

Grading do play an vital role in the perception of Art. People usually thinks that Art can 

be absurd as long as you are able to justify it.  

The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living, Damien Hirst. (1991)  11

The image above is the infamous Artwork of Damien Hirst where he simply just bought 

a Shark and placed in formaldehyde solution; Giving it a profound title and it fetched 

 Art, Design and Media. Undergraduate. Programmes. (2005)10

 Image from: The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living, Damien Hirst. (1991)11
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millions. It could have been done by anyone but he did it, first. Not to mention the 

readymades by Marcel Duchamp. Thus, Art can be anything and has no limits nor a 

definite answer, so can it be graded? Yes, although Art is subjective, we as art 

practitioners should always have our own stand and definition for our artworks, 

especially when they are in abstract form. Being subjective, meaning everyone see Art 

differently, therefore somehow it does ultimately depend on our lecturers’ evaluation. No 

matter how good an Artwork is, it could still be criticised and vice versa, as everyone’s 

judgement varies. In addition, the local grading system in Art by some means, do 

deviate according to our peers’ standard too. Every cohort of students’ standards 

differ, it would be difficult to give a fair grade, in other words, this semester’s value of an 

A grade might have a different value with A grade in the previous semester of the same 

course yet they both reflect the same grade point. One may say nothing is fair in life, 

but comparing with other professions such as business, science and engineering, 

which have definite answers and caters standardized exams, the value of the grade 

might be slightly more credible. Fortunately, in the Art and Design industry, 

employments do often be decided through the portfolio , where most of the time, 12

could more accurately describe our capabilities rather than through our qualifications 

and grades. 

In some overseas Art institutes like CalArts, it does not use a Grade Point Average 

(GPA) as part of its marking system.  Their grading policy is simply as High Pass, Pass 13

and Low Pass. We as Art students should be able to express themselves without 

worrying about grades, or what is the right answer since there are no wrong answers. 

 Kimeldorf, M. The new way to showcase all your job skills and experiences. Portfolio power. (1997)12

 CalArts. Description. Grading Policy. (2011)13
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By considering Art education as an unique discipline itself, it would be rational and 

impartial to grade Art in its own way rather than follow the conventional grading system 

which might not be ideal in serving its purpose and jeopardize the perception of 

professional grading in Art. 

Employment Rates and Studios 

NTU GES Employment Rates. (2014)  14

Having seen as one of the lowest employment rates  among the diversified degrees  15

being published would nevertheless bring down our morale as Art students, not the 

mention the gross monthly salary. Although it may not be statistically pleasing, we do 

 Image from: NTU GES Employment Rates. (2014)14

 Ministry of Education. Graduate Employment Survey. NTU. (2014) 15
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accept the fact that the Art industry in Singapore is not as flourish and we are trying 

hard to make an impact that would hopefully elevate the value and perception of Art in 

Singapore. If the perception of Art in of everyone’s mind remains pessimistic and 

inferior, local Art industry would be in crisis.  

Owning a studio or firm and doing our own form of specialization of Art as career is 

every Art practitioner’s dream, but how many succeeded. In fact, even if one succeed, 

it is just the beginning. During the past few years, various of animation firms had close 

down as a result of insufficient funds and making much loss let alone profits.  Thus, 16

Art that does not make moderate amount money, is more rational to stay as hobby or 

even better, as part-time profession.  

Despite of the unsettling career pathways in Art, any Art practitioners have been 

optimistic and turn this crisis into opportunities by acquiring multiple jobs in various Art 

professions to be considerably well paid and doing what they enjoy. This is achievable 

due to the versatility of Art itself. In Art, the fundamental stays and can be used to excel 

through a variety of other Art professions.  

Benchmarking cities: Melbourne & Glasgow 

Benchmarking cities is a good way to obtain a clearer picture of where Singapore 

stands in terms Art Education whereby how the various Art Institutes nurtures their 

student’s perception in Art. While we are being categorized in one of the top developed 

cities, we fare less well in terms of talent pool, audience figures and level of state 

 Frater, Patrick. Two animation firms close in Singapore. Film Business Asia. (2011)16
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funding for the arts.  As a result, benchmarking cities like Melbourne and Glasgow 17

would be realistically more comparable due to similar populations and cultural 

developments. The following are case studies of Art institutes in Singapore as well as 

the proposed benchmarking cities, Melbourne and Glasgow. These would provide 

coherent and comprehensive observations how have Art been perpetuated into the 

cities and its Art education.  

Case Study I: Art Institutes in Singapore 

Singapore has quite a number of Art Institutes and most of them are located at same 

area which could be easily identified as Singapore’s Arts District shown below. 

Art Spaces in Singapore. DD0002 Exercise. (2015) 

 National Arts Council. Culture and the Arts in Renaissance Singapore. Renaissance City Report. (2003)17
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Other than the Art Institutes, the map shown above have also included Art spaces like 

museums and other Art profession communities. This would nonetheless enhances the 

awareness of the students in Art. Personally, I have been there quite frequently, and 

though it might sounds bizarre but I could sense an Art aura of the Art District 

encompasses by the appealing Art institutes, museums and communities, along with 

assorted art supply stores like Art Friend and Overjoyed, and a large accumulation of 

printing facilities at Peace Centre and Sunshine Plaza; These makes me want to do Art 

even more, I bet many other Art practitioners could feel it too. Art students would 

significantly benefit from the convenience and spaces where they would display their 

artworks and gain inspirations to and from similar interests and Art professions of the 

district. Moreover, Art Friend memberships are issued free for all Art students, to 

encourage and assist them in their projects. Hence, we can see that locations of the 

Art institutes do play an influential role. 

LASALLE College of the Arts Singapore. Kat and Jasper. (2007)  18

Subsequently, most Art institutes were appealingly constructed, notably LASALLE and 

ADM. Being one of the early established Art Institute in Singapore, LASALLE today has 

 Image from: LASALLE College of the Arts Singapore. Kat and Jasper. (2007)18
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a elegant black facade covering the flamboyant interior glass curtains walls. In the eye 

of the passerby, it would be an iconic reference and landmark of local Art education. 

With that, we as Art student would feel a sense of reassurance being a part of and 

studying in such prestigious environment. Likewise in ADM, being not only aesthetically 

eye pleasing but also a building that commits towards sustainability, it had received the 

Green Mark Platinum Award.  It may seems irrelevant but these little details may 19

positive or negative influence towards to perception in Art education. Most people 

would wish to study in an awarding campus that is both beautiful and well established. 

Therefore, the reputation of the institutes might naturally affect the future and 

employment rate of the students. Having enrolled into a reputable Art institute would 

significantly boosts the morale of Art students, develops their commitment and 

professionalism in Art, lastly expands their networks and lengthen the longevity of the 

Art industry. 

Case Study II: Art Institutes in Melbourne 

Few of the most reputable Art Institutes of Melbourne would be RMIT’s School of the 

Art and Victorian College of the Arts (VCA). Correspondingly in RMIT’s School of the 

Art, it is set in the centre of Melbourne’s flourishing creative scene and the school is 

recognised as a leader in contemporary art practice.  It serves as a hub for emerging 20

artists, researchers and practitioners to engage in contemporary art practice and gain 

exposure through local and international exhibitions. As Australia is a multicultural 

society, Art is perceived to connect communities and brings people together. Thus, 

 BCA Green Mark. School of Art, Design and Media Nanyang Technological University. Green Mark Buildings Directory. (2011)19

 RMIT. RMIT’s School of Art. About. (2015).20
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differing in terms of Art education in Singapore, Art education in Melbourne can be 

seen as a powerful agent of social change to alter perceptions, attitudes and beliefs.  21

Through such connections, the Arts can foster a positive experience that promotes 

diversity and enhances intercultural and cross-cultural understanding in the multicultural 

Australian society. VCA on the other hand, is one of the earliest established Art institute 

in Australia, thus drawing upon its rich history, it has a dynamic presence and some of 

the most experienced veteran art educators and respected artists of its creative 

industry.  Hence, Art education in Melbourne is considered as a respected and 22

honourable profession, it is deem for a phenomenal group of individuals who wish for a 

lifelong fulfilment in their chosen field. 

Case Study III: Art Institute in Glasgow 

The Glasgow School of the Arts (GSA), Glasgow’s only Art institute, was considered as 

a masterpiece of the famous architect, Charles Rennie Mackintosh, of the Art Nouveau 

movement. Unfortunately, it was severely damaged by a fire incident recently in May 

2014. In spite of that, it is still internationally recognized as one of Europe's leading Art 

institutes in Art, visual and creative disciplines.  With that sort of reputation,   23

we can perceive how prestigious Art education is in Glasgow, rather than a hobby itself. 

Similar to Melbourne, Art is considerably a well regarded profession and respected 

career in Glasgow. Hence, Art practitioners like us should be positive towards the future 

of our local Art industry and use the benchmarking cities as exemplars to work towards 

in elevating the value and perception of Art and Art education in Singapore. 

 Joseph, Dawn. Multicultural Arts Education: Attitudes and Perceptions of Australian Tertiary Students. The International Journal. (2010).21

 VCA. Art. History. (2015).22

 RMIT. Key Information. About GSA. (2015)23
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Closure


After examining the local awareness of Art and Art education of various Art institutes of 

comparable cities, we can observe a distinct divergence in the perception of Art, locally 

and internationally. It can be concluded that different cities perceive Art differently and 

grade Art differently too. Thus, some affirmative prospects could be taken for the 

futurity of our Art industry. We could advocate our Art education internationally and 

increase the collaborative exchanges with other foreign prestigious Art institutes to 

establish an influx of foreign talents in our Art institutes and in vice versa, sending our 

local talents as ambassadors to uplift the reputation of our Art institutes too. When our 

Art institutes gains recognition internationally, it would conceivably alter the perception 

of local Art education of Singaporeans. As the perception changes, hobby can 

eventually be nurture into career. Subsequently, when entrepreneurs see opportunities 

in the market of local Art industry, employment rates and wages would eventually 

upsurge, which would uphold the viability of Art as a career. Therefore, the government, 

Art institutes, industries and practitioners ourselves should do our part in flourishing the 

our local Art industry.  

Lastly, we as local Art practitioners, should believe and have faith in the futurity of our 

Art education. There is no end in pursuing and interpreting Art; It takes combined and 

ongoing efforts of every Art practitioner, to develop the Art industry and elevate the 

value and perception of Art and Art education in Singapore. Every drop makes the 

ocean. So should Art be perceived as a hobby or career? I guess it would depend on 

how one values and perceives Art in the core of their “HeArt”. 
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